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Prices start from : £ 3,949

Travel between : 10 Nov 24 and 10 Nov 24

Rating : 4 Star Icon

Board Basis : As per Itinerary

Duration : 15 nights

Book by : 31 May 24

Includes : International Flights with 23kgs Baggage 
3 Nights stay at Hotel Gracery Kyoto Sanjo in a Standard Room with
Breakfast
7 Day Japan Rail Pass (Activate Day 2)
Tea Ceremony in Kyoto 
Kyoto and Nara Day Tour
Osaka Kickstart: Hotspots & Hidden Gems Tours
2 Nights stay at The Royal Park Hotel Hiroshima Riverside in a
Standard Room with Breakfast
Hiroshima Cycling Peace Tour with Local Guide 
2 Nights stay at Bettei HARUKI in Japanese Style Room with Open Air
Bath on Half Board
Hot Spring Beppu Onsen with Blue Hell Cozy Tour
1 Night stay at Hotel New Otani Hakata in a Standard Room with
Breakfast
7 Nights stay at Four Points by Sheraton Josun, Seoul Station in a
Standard Room with Breakfast
Seoul City Sightseeing Tour Including Gyeongbokgung Palace, N Seoul
Tower, and Namsangol Hanok Village
Korea DMZ Tour & Suspension Bridge Tour
Day Trip to Mount Seorak and Naksansa Temple 
Day Trip to Nami Island with The Garden of Morning Calm
Private Transfers

Japan & South Korea Twin Centre

Detailed ItineraryDetailed Itinerary

✱Tonight the Contestants travel across Southern Japan to South Korea!Tonight the Contestants travel across Southern Japan to South Korea!
Our Travelpack Itinerary will take you from Kyoto to Hiroshima, then across to Hot Spring Town Beppu, Oita and ending your Japan Adventure in
Fukuoka where you will catch a Direct Flight to Seoul. In South Korea, we have based you in Seoul as the country is compact and easy to travel
around. Once you have discovered Seoul City, We will take you out to the Demilitarized Zone on the border of the North. As well deep into the
wonderful countryside of South Korea, where you can discover Nami Island, plus Mount Seorak and Naksansa Temple (just outside tonight's end
checkpoint of Sokcho)

✱Highlights: Japan - South KoreaHighlights: Japan - South Korea

✱Japan:Japan:
✦KYOTOKYOTO: 3 Nights at 4* Hotel Gracery Kyoto Sanjo with Breakfast
INCLUDED: Tea Ceremony in Kyoto - You will get to learn about tea ceremony history, Kyoto, and tea ceremony etiquette.
INCLUDED: Kyoto and Nara Day Tour - Explore the Ancient Capitals of Japan: Kyoto and Nara!
INCLUDED: Osaka Kickstart: Hotspots & Hidden Gems Tours - Use your Rail pass to Jump on the Bullet Train in under 15 mins - As featured on
Channel 5 British TV in 2023 on the hugely popular series "Jane McDonald In Japan", chosen for its "genuine, quirky & unfiltered snapshot of Osaka".

✦HIROSHIMAHIROSHIMA: 2 Nights at 4* The Royal Park Hotel Hiroshima Riverside with Breakfast
INCLUDED: Hiroshima Cycling Peace Tour with Local Guide

✦BEPPUBEPPU: 2 Nights at Bettei HARUKI - Japanese Style Room with Open Air Bath on Half Board
INCLUDED: Hot Spring Beppu Onsen with Blue Hell Cozy Tour - Beppu is one of the world's leading hot spring resorts.

✦FUKUOKAFUKUOKA: 1 Night at 4* Hotel New Otani Hakata with Breakfast

✱South Korea:South Korea:
✦SEOULSEOUL: 7 Nights at 4* Four Points by Sheraton Josun, Seoul Station with Breakfast
INCLUDED: Seoul City Sightseeing Tour Including Gyeongbokgung Palace, N Seoul Tower, and Namsangol Hanok Village
INCLUDED: Korea DMZ Tour & Suspension Bridge
INCLUDED: Day Trip to Mount Seorak and Naksansa Temple - Mount Seorak is known for its scenic natural terrain views and beautiful streams. After
that, head to Naksansa Temple to feel some inner peace while catching the beautiful sea view. The temple also offers an incredible insight into the
life of Korean Buddhists and stunning views of the tranquil lotus pond.
INCLUDED: Day Trip to Nami Island with The Garden of Morning Calm - Famous for its beautiful tree-lined roads, Nami Island was used as the filming
location for the famous Korean drama Winter Sonata. The Garden of Morning Calm is the oldest private garden in Korea.

Hotel featured:Hotel featured:
✱Hotel Gracery Kyoto Sanjo 4*
✱The Royal Park Hotel Hiroshima RiverSide 4*
✱Bettei Haruki 4*
✱Hotel New Otani Hakata 4*
✱Four Points by Sheraton Josun, Seoul Station 4*

Itinerary:Itinerary:



➧Sun 10 Nov 2024: JapanSun 10 Nov 2024: Japan
Flight from London Heathrow to Abu Dhabi International Airport
Flight from Abu Dhabi International Airport to Osaka Kansai International Airport

➧Mon 11 Nov 2024: Hotel Gracery Kyoto SanjoMon 11 Nov 2024: Hotel Gracery Kyoto Sanjo
Stay at Hotel Gracery Kyoto Sanjo for 3 Nights
Private Transfer Airport

➧Tue 12 Nov 2024: 7-Day Rail PassTue 12 Nov 2024: 7-Day Rail Pass
The Japan Rail Pass (also known as JR Pass) is a multi-use ticket that allows you to efficiently travel around Japan. It is valid for journeys on all major JR
national trains including Shinkansen bullet trains and Narita Express trains. Passengers can select a pass that is valid for 7, 14, or 21 days and there is
the option of a Standard Pass or a Green Pass (first class). Order your JR Pass online and you will receive an Exchange Order which you can swap for a
JR Pass when you arrive in Japan. The Japan Rail Pass is a multi-use rail ticket. It gives you unlimited access to all Japan Rail National trains, bus
services, ferry services, and airport transfers. The JR Pass offers you the opportunity to discover the whole country in an affordable way. Compared to
the full price of train tickets in Japan, the price of the JR Pass represents an attractive discount on Japanese public transport. It allows you to travel
easily and save time during your stay, including on Shinkansen trains, without having to buy a new ticket for each journey.

➧Mon 11 Nov 2024: Kimono Tea Ceremony Gion KiyomizuMon 11 Nov 2024: Kimono Tea Ceremony Gion Kiyomizu  
Our award-winning tea ceremonies are not only enjoyable but also a comprehensive educational experience. Our expert tea master and host, and
friendly staff will demonstrate the process during the tea ceremony while explaining the significance behind it the steps, and the tools. You will get to
learn about tea ceremony history, Kyoto, and tea ceremony etiquette.
Inclusions :
- Green tea
- Kimono costume
What to Expect :
Please enjoy a premium tea ceremony experience in a Kyoto machiya, protected as a registered cultural property by the Japanese government. The
beautiful Japanese garden is also worth seeing. Located just a short walk from the famous Gion area and Kiyomizudera temple, it offers convenient
access to popular tourist destinations.

➧Tue 12 Nov 2024: Kyoto and Nara 1-Day Bus TourTue 12 Nov 2024: Kyoto and Nara 1-Day Bus Tour
Explore the Ancient Capitals of Japan: Kyoto and Nara! heritage with a day trip. Kyoto. Begin your adventure at Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine. Marvel at
the iconic sight of the "Senbon Torii," a pathway adorned with thousands of vibrant vermilion gates. traditional Kyoto Townhouse built over 120 years
ago, the "Kyoto Wasabi" for lunch. shabu-shabu which is a Japanese dish where very thinly sliced pork is cooked in a traditional hot pot full of boiling
pot. option will spend 20 minutes at Kyoto Imperial Palace or go directly to Kinkaku-ji Temple. Kinkaku-ji, also known as the Golden Pavilion. Your
admission ticket is included in the tour package. Park, over 1,200 deer roam freely, creating a picturesque scene straight out of a fairy tale.
Duration: 9 hours to 10 hours
Inclusions :
- All taxes, fees, and handling charges
- Live commentary in English or Chinese
- Roundtrip bus fare

What to Expect :
Fushimi Inari-Taisha Shrine
After lunch, head towards Fushimi Inari Shrine. Designated as an Important Cultural Property, the main shrine building contains five shrines together,
these five pillars of Fushimi Inari Taisha are named for the great virtues of Inari Okami that they embody. Inari Okami is known as a deity of business
prosperity, the prosperity of industries, the safety of households, safety in traffic, and improvement in the performing arts. The 'Senbon Torii' or
10000 torii gates are donations by individuals and companies, and you will find the donator's name and the date of the donation inscribed on the
back of each gate.
1 hour, 20 mins - Admission Ticket Free

Kyoto Imperial Palace
Rich in tradition, Kyoto Imperial Palace preserves the look and ambiance of the Palace as it had been in the time of Japan's ancient imperial dynasties.
The current Palace was rebuilt in 1855 and comprises several structures--including the Shisinden, the Seiryoden, the Kogosyo, the Ogakumonjyo, and
the Otsunegoten--that reflect the architectural styles of various periods.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Free

Nara Park
Finally, move on to the city that once was the country's capital in the 8th century: Nara. You will have time to explore its park, watch the worldwide
famous deer and enter the biggest wooden building on the planet, Todai-ji Temple, another UNESCO world heritage site. Here you will find yourself in
front of Japan's biggest Buddha statue, 15 meters tall.
1 hour, 20 mins - Admission Ticket Free

Todai-ji Temple
At Nara Park, you will have time to explore the Todaiji temple, another UNESCO World Heritage site that was constructed over 1200 years ago as the
head of all provincial Buddhist temples in Japan. The main hall houses one of the largest statues of Buddha, which is 15m tall.
40 mins - Admission Ticket Not Included

Kinkakuji Temple
Meet your guide in Osaka or Kyoto and head towards the first spot of the tour: the Golden Pavilion "Kinkakuji". Also named Rakuonji, it is the symbol
of Kyoto and one of the most famous UNESCO sites in the entire country.
40 mins - Admission Ticket Included

➧Wed 13 Nov 2024: Osaka Kickstart: Hotspots & Hidden Gems ToursWed 13 Nov 2024: Osaka Kickstart: Hotspots & Hidden Gems Tours
Kickstart your Osaka adventure with this tour featured on Channel 5 British TV in 2023 on the hugely popular series "Jane McDonald In Japan",
chosen for its "genuine, quirky & unfiltered snapshot of Osaka". will pair every location with personal stories & historical info with quirky facts and a
great dose of enthusiasm & humor :) tours OR group tours (mixed with other guests). through the non-touristy bar/restaurant zones of Namba: hole-
in-the-wall establishments, as well as Kuromon seafood markets. wacky game parlors & friendly street vendors while the Dotonbori will provide
sensory overload with all its billboards. the unification of Japan in the 16th century (only a 4-hour or 5-hour tour) centuries-old collection of stores
crafting their unique designs.
Duration : 3 hours to 5 hours
Inclusions :
- Private personalized tour OR group tour with others
- 1 Can Drink & 1 small side dish (likely 1 takoyaki ball)
- This is a tour on foot but can use a train or taxi if requested
- Choose your hours: 3hrs, 4hrs, 5hrs

What to Expect :
Hozenji Yokocho



These hard-to-find winding, cobblestone alleys steeped with character & tradition are remarkable. We'll also find walls painted with Osaka's history
etched into it.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Free
Dotonbori Tsuribori
Visiting Osaka's Dotonbori River is a must.....one of our highlights. Alongside this picturesque scene is a treasure trove full of more than a variety of
stores to entertain you.
45 mins - Admission Ticket Free
Shinsaibashi-suji Shopping Street Japanese fashion is unique. Here see the wacky clothing and cool gadget stores.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Free
New New Ebisubashi
The original bridge was made out of wood in the 1600s...more than 400 years later it still stands but is now made out of iron. It is at the very heart of
Osaka and is known as the local meeting spot.
15 mins - Admission Ticket Free
America Mura
We'll guide you to hidden streets in this area where it has Japan's version of what they think America is. haha, it even has a Statue of Liberty on top of
a building
15 mins - Admission Ticket Free
Kuromon Market (almost always get here on a 3-hour tour.. depending on how fast the group walks) looks unremarkable from the outside but when
inside exposes seafood heaven. Watch a store cut and prepare a fugu(puffer fish). Learn how to cut a tuna... Salmon sashimi is some of the best I've
had in Japan.
15 mins - Admission Ticket Free
Pass By Nipponbashi Denden Town (almost always get here on a 3-hour tour.. depending on how fast the group walks) It's tricky navigating these
tucked-away quirky stores. That's what we're here for...to take you to the gaming & cosplay zone and explore your inner nerdy side hahaha
Admission Ticket Free
Shinsekai
(ONLY AVAILABLE ON 4HR OR 5HR PRIVATE TOUR) We'll take you way off the beaten path to discover the retro zone where the Osakan locals show
their true colors. From crazy fishing restaurants to boardgame gaming shops to retro video machine arcades to old vinyl record stores.
30 mins - Admission Ticket Free
Tower Knives Osaka
(ONLY ON THE 4HR OR 5HR PRIVATE TOUR) We get a private knife lesson here. Understand the whole process of how a knife is made (crafted at the
rear of the building). After you'll get to experience cutting with these world-famous knives of Sakai (made in the south of Osaka). This lesson is
included in the price.
15 mins - Admission Ticket Included
Abeno Harukas
(ONLY AVAILABLE ON 4HR OR 5HR PRIVATE TOUR) impressive and staggering 300m tall, Abeno Harukasu is Japan's tallest building (not structure or
tower). Staggering!
10 mins - Admission Ticket Free

➧Thu 14 Nov 2024: The Royal Park Hotel Hiroshima RiverSideThu 14 Nov 2024: The Royal Park Hotel Hiroshima RiverSide
Stay at The Royal Park Hotel Hiroshima RiverSide for 2 Nights

➧Fri 15 Nov 2024: Hiroshima Cycling Peace Tour with Local GuideFri 15 Nov 2024: Hiroshima Cycling Peace Tour with Local Guide
This is a guided cycling tour in which participants ride an electric bicycle and learn about the reconstruction of Hiroshima's bombed heritage sites and
how we are trying to protect peace in the city of Hiroshima. This tour is led by our friendly team from Hiroshima. feelings towards the Peace Park
from about 70 years ago. area within a 2.5km radius of the hypocenter was severely damaged. We are heading to multiple bombed heritage sites
that still remain. bicycle through the local area to experience the Hiroshima Peace Museum and more. well-known by our local Japanese team. The
beautiful riverside and the park give an idea of the destruction of Hiroshima at that time and how the city has changed into what it is now.
Duration : 3 hours
Inclusions :
- English-speaking guide
- insurance fee for bikes
- Data of the photos taken on the day
- Use of bicycle

What to Expect :
Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park
10:00-10:05 Meet up at the rest house of Hiroshima Peace 
Memorial Park.
explanation of the route, and corona prevention procedures (temperature checks, etc.). 5 mins - Admission Ticket Free

Hiroshima Castle
10:05-10:25Hiroshima Castle
Hiroshima Castle which is the location of the military fort that was the first to report about the atomic bomb. guide will explain the situation and
significance of the military base and castle.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Included.

Hiroshimagokoku Shrine
10:25-10:40 Hiroshima Gokoku Shrine and Shrine Gate Learn more about some lesser-known heritage sites such as the Guardian Dog statue and the
Gokoku Shrine gate which withstood the atomic bomb.
15 mins - Admission Ticket Included

Chuo Koen-mae (Chuo Park)
10:40-11:00 Hiroshima Central Park Park to enjoy the beautiful nature that Hiroshima has to offer.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Free

Aioi Bridge
11:00-11:10 Aioi Bridge was the target of the bomb. Both the river and the bridge have remained since that time. You will witness the continuation of
history.
10 mins - Admission Ticket Free

Atomic Bomb Dome
11:10-11:25 Atomic Bomb Dome. The world-renowned Atomic Bomb Dome. You will learn about the many stories and memories of the local people.
15 mins - Admission Ticket Included

Motoyasu River
11:25-11:40 Motoyasu River and the Peace Bridge South towards the suburbs from the Atomic Bomb Dome and Peace Park, you will see the
gorgeous riverside nature. Your guide will explain the meaning and memories that are embedded in the Peace Park.
15 mins - Admission Ticket Free. 

Higashisenda Park
11:40-12:00 Higashisenda Park The blast is a park filled with trees sent from countries all around the world. You will hear the stories related to this
site.



20 mins - Admission Ticket Free. 

Hiroshima Red Cross Hospital Workers Monument
12:00-12:20 Hiroshima Red Cross Hospital The center of the blast is the remnants of the Red Cross Hospital's building. Here, you will face the hard
reality of how strong the bomb was.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Included. 

Hiroshima
12:20-12:30 The Hiroshima Railway center of the blast is the Hiroshima Railway. Did you know that there are two trains that survived that blast and
are still used today? They started running again only three days after the explosion.
10 mins - Admission Ticket Free. 

Miyuki Bridge Monument
12:30-12:40 Miyuki Bridge and Kobayashi River The bomb's reach ended, and there is a picture on display. This significant picture shows the reality of
the difference

➧Sat 16 Nov 2024: Bettei HarukiSat 16 Nov 2024: Bettei Haruki
Stay at Bettei Haruki for 2 Nights

➧Sun 17 Nov 2024: Hot Spring Beppu Onsen with Blue Hell cozy TourSun 17 Nov 2024: Hot Spring Beppu Onsen with Blue Hell cozy Tour
The world's best hot spring town leading hot spring resorts. Springs such as steam baths and foot baths. Flexible changes to suit each group of you,
depending on your hobbies and age. That only locals know about, such as steamed dishes, sushi, seafood, and other dishes that suit your taste. do
not need to worry, as we will use vegan-friendly restaurants. The natural blue hot springs and enjoy the Japanese garden.
Onsen ingredients. springs! Private hot spring. Explain it on the day. Japanese sweets.
15:00!! But you can adjust!
Duration : 3 hours
Inclusions :
- Private transportation

What to Expect :
Kannawa Steam Bath
steam food is very popular and tasty!! taste will be tripled!!
30 mins - Admission Ticket Not Included

Pass By Beppu
Enjoy Beppu's famous Japanese sweets after taking a hot spring bath!
Admission Ticket Free

Kannawa Steam Bath
You will have a rare steam bath experience in the world!
30 mins - Admission Ticket Not Included

Umi Jigoku
You can see the beautiful blue hot springs gushing out naturally. A red hot spring, and a cafe.
30 mins - Admission Ticket Not Included

➧Mon 18 Nov 2024: Hotel New Otani HakataMon 18 Nov 2024: Hotel New Otani Hakata
Stay at Hotel New Otani Hakata for 1 Night

➧Tue 19 Nov 2024: South KoreaTue 19 Nov 2024: South Korea
Flight from Fukuoka Airport Japan to Seoul Incheon Airport 
Private Transfer Airport to Hotel
Stay at Four Points by Sheraton Josun, Seoul Station for 7 Nights

➧Wed 20 Nov 2024: Seoul City Sightseeing Tour Including GyeongbokWed 20 Nov 2024: Seoul City Sightseeing Tour Including Gyeongbok
Get an excellent overview of Seoul on this full-day sightseeing tour of the city's top attractions. With a guide, you'll visit Jogyesa Temple,
Gyeongbokgung Palace, the National Folk Museum, N Seoul Tower, and Namsangol Hanok Village; watch the changing of the guard at
Gwanghwamun Gate; and drive by the Blue House (Cheongwadae). Enjoy a Korean lunch in Insadong, and stop at a ginseng center and amethyst
factory. You'll gain an understanding of Korea's culture and history as you explore the highlights of this bustling capital city.
Duration: 8 hours
Inclusions :
- Admission Fee
- Hotel pickup and drop-off
- Professional guide
- Lunch
- Air-conditioned vehicle

What to Expect :
Jogyesa Temple
After morning pickup from your hotel, travel by comfortable coach to your first stop of the day, Jogyesa Temple, the chief Buddhist temple in Korea
and a calm sanctuary from the busy streets of Seoul.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Free
Pass By The Blue House
Next, drive by the Blue House (Cheongwadae), home to the South Korean president. Located at the foot of Mt Bugaksan, the presidential complex
exemplifies traditional Korean architecture.
Admission Ticket Free

Gyeongbokgung Palace
Continue to Gyeongbokgung Palace, the primary residence of the royal family during the Joseon Dynasty. Constructed in the 14th century and the
largest of the Five Grand Palaces, Gyeongbokgung is considered the most beautiful palace in Seoul. Walk around the compound with your guide to
see traditional Joseon architecture.
30 mins - Admission Ticket Included

National Folk Museum of Korea
Within the compound, visit the National Folk Museum to learn about how people have lived in Korea from ancient times to today. Your guide shows
you displays that demonstrate daily life for members of the aristocracy and ordinary citizens, including traditional farming and hunting techniques,
weaving, cooking, and other tasks.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Included



Gwanghwamun Gate
Keep your camera handy for the changing of the guard ceremony at Gwanghwamun Gate.
10 mins - Admission Ticket Free

Insadong
Stop at the ginseng center to learn about the reputed medicinal uses of the sought-after plant, and then take a break for lunch in Insadong, a
neighborhood known for its traditional tea houses and antique galleries. Relax over a nutritious plate of bibimbap (rice with vegetables and meat) or
bulgogi (grilled marinated beef) at a restaurant, and then enjoy some time shopping for authentic Korean souvenirs at the array of small stores.
1 hour - Admission Ticket Free

Namsangol Hanok Village
Then visit Namsangol Hanok Village, where your guide leads you on a walk around this model village that features five hanok (traditional Korean
homes) from the Joseon Dynasty. The restored houses illustrate various social classes, from peasants to royalty. You can also admire the site's
traditional Korean-style garden with an elegant pavilion and stream.
30 mins - Admission Ticket Free

N Seoul Tower
After lunch, head over to N Seoul Tower, which stands on Mt Namsan in central Seoul, and take the elevator up to the observation deck to enjoy
panoramic views over the city.
1 hour - Admission Ticket Included

➧Thu 21 Nov 2024: Korea DMZ Tour & Suspension BridgeThu 21 Nov 2024: Korea DMZ Tour & Suspension Bridge
Learn about Korea's divided history at the Korean Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) on a half-day tour, led by an informative guide. In the morning or
afternoon, travel from Seoul to the DMZ, where the country has been split since the Korean War, to visit fascinating sites such as Imjingak Park, the
Freedom Bridge, the 3rd Infiltration Tunnel, and the DMZ exhibition hall. At Dora Observatory, you can even peer through binoculars to observe
village life in North Korea.
Duration: 7 hours
Inclusions :
- Transport by comfortable, air-conditioned coach
- Admission Fee
- Hotel pickup
- Knowledgeable guide

What to Expect :
Seoul
Your friendly guide will come to pick you up at your centrally located hotel in Seoul on the pointed schedule. After all guests are collected, you will be
transferred directly to DMZ.
50 mins - Admission Ticket Free

Imjingak Park
Get out at Imjingak Park along the banks of the Imjin River to see artillery and war artifacts that were used during the Korean conflict before
proceeding to Freedom Bridge, where nearly 13,000 Korean POWs crossed on their return back home to South Korea.
30 mins - Admission Ticket Free

Pass By DMZ
Start the DMZ Tour with the below course
Admission Ticket Free
DMZ
DMZ Theater & Exhibition Hall
1 hour - Admission Ticket Included

The Third Tunnel
Reboard the coach and head to the 3rd Infiltration Tunnel, located beneath the border of North Korea and South Korea. See where the South
Koreans have blocked the actual Military Demarcation Line with concrete barricades, and browse photographs and war artifacts at the DMZ
exhibition hall.
1 hour - Admission Ticket Included

Dorasan Station
Continue by coach to Dorasan Station, a historic spot that not only marks the division but also serves as a gateway for exchanges between the north
and south.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Included

Dora Observatory 
Your next stop is Dora Observatory, where you can use binoculars to get a glimpse of North Korea. Listen to your guide explain daily life in the village
of Kijongdong across the river.
20 mins - Admission Ticket Included

Tongilchon-gil
Stop by the Unification Village, a small farming community that specializes in creating soybean milk, traditional soy sauce, and corn goods.
15 mins - Admission Ticket Free
Pass By Seoul City Hall
After a half-day DMZ tour, you will be dropped off at City Hall Station.
Admission Ticket Free

➧Fri 22 Nov 2024: Mount Seorak and Naksansa TempleFri 22 Nov 2024: Mount Seorak and Naksansa Temple
Meet your friendly staff at your preferred meetup point and hop onto the comfortable tour van/coach with other travelers as you head off to Mount
Serorak first. After the briefing, venture into the mountain and find the hidden treasures! Mount Seorak is known for its scenic natural terrain views
and beautiful streams.
feel some inner peace while catching the beautiful sea view. The temple also offers an incredible insight into the life of Korean Buddhists and
stunning views of the tranquil lotus pond. After your journey, enjoy a hassle-free ride back to Seoul at 4:20 pm, and may take 2.5-3 hours for the
return ride. Hotel pickup and drop-off are NOT included: there will be 3 train stations you can meet at. Duration: 11 hours to 12 hours
Inclusions :
- Transport by air-conditioned coach/minivan
- English and Chinese-speaking staff

What to Expect :
Seoraksan National Park
Seorak Mountain: The most picturesque mountain in Korea which contains some of the tallest peaks of the country. It is known for its breathtaking
view and beautiful scenery
3 hours, 30 mins - Admission Ticket Included



Naksansa Temple
Naksansa Temple: Has a 1300-year history with a beautiful sea view. Enjoy a peaceful stroll in the temple.
1 hour, 30 mins - Admission Ticket Included

➧Sat 23 Nov 2024: Nami Island with The Garden of Morning CalmSat 23 Nov 2024: Nami Island with The Garden of Morning Calm  
Visit two sites in one day. Lay back and enjoy the beautiful scenery near Seoul. Tree-lined roads, you can enjoy the island by walking at your own pace
or rent a bike and cycle around. The island is full of attractive landscapes and was used as the filming location for the famous Korean drama Winter
Sonata. Garden of Morning Calm: Enjoy a stroll at the oldest private garden in Korea. This garden has attracted an array of families, friends, couples,
and photographers frequently to explore the variety of festivals held throughout the year. Applied with a late departure in order to enjoy the light
festival in the Garden of Morning Calm**
Duration: 10 hours to 11 hours
Inclusions :
- Transport by air-conditioned coach/minivan
- Admission tickets
- English and Chinese-speaking staff

What to Expect :
Nami Island
Nami Island: Famous for its beautiful tree-lined roads, you can enjoy the island by walking at your own pace or renting a bike and cycling around. The
island is full of attractive landscapes and was used as the filming location for the famous Korean drama Winter Sonata.
4 hours - Admission Ticket Included

The Garden of Morning Calm
The Garden of Morning Calm: Enjoy a stroll at the oldest private garden in Korea. This garden has attracted an array of families, friends, couples, and
photographers frequently to explore the variety of festivals held throughout the year. 
2 hours - Admission Ticket Included

➧Tue 26 Nov 2024: DepartureTue 26 Nov 2024: Departure

Prices and Departures:Prices and Departures:
Deposit £600pp
✱Y50573 London Heathrow from £3949pp
✱Y50633 Manchester from £3949pp
✱Y50552 Dublin from £3949pp
✱Y50637 Glasgow from £4029pp
✱Y5064 Birmingham from £4029pp
✱Y50643 Newcastle from £4029pp
✱Y50645 Edinburgh from £4076pp
✱Y58508 Bristol from £4505pp

Terms and Conditions:Terms and Conditions:
Based on 2 Adults sharing
subject to availability
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